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Sufficient conditions are derived for L2-boundedness of a convolution operator 
on a 3-step nilpotent Lie group. This is achieved by producing estimates on the 
Kirillov symbol of the operator, and is closely linked to the co-adjoint orbit struc- 
ture of the group. A structure theorem for 3-step nilpotent Lie groups with l- 
dimensional center is proved. I,-‘# 1985 Academic PESS. I~C 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In studying convolution operators on nilpotent Lie groups, various con- 
ditions have been derived for L2-boundedness, as in, for example, [6 and 
73. For convolution by a tempered distribution f on the group, these con- 
ditions take the form of estimates on the Kirillov symbol a( f ), which is the 
Fourier transform of the pullback off by the exponential map to the Lie 
algebra of the group. This symbol is related to the symbols of the standard 
symbolic calculus of pseudo-differential operators, such as the Weyl symhol 
[3,4], and the Kohn-Nirenberg symbol [lo]. 
In this paper we restrict our attention to 3-step nilpotent groups, and 
utilize the group structure to reline the form of the estimates in [7]. An 
interesting aspect of this work is the connection between operators on 3- 
step groups and operators on the Heisenberg group. This is discussed in 
Section 8. 
The representation theory of these groups is invoked to determine L2- 
boundedness of convolution operators. If f is a function on a nilpotent 
group G, the operator L/, left convolution by f, is a bounded operator on 
L2(G) if and only if p(f) is bounded for every irreducible unitary represen- 
tation p of G, with norm bound independent of p, The most important tool 
in this approach is the classification by Kirillov [9] of all irreducible 
unitary representations of nilpotent groups. If Y is the Lie algebra of G, 
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with dual %*, the irreducible unitary representations of G are in one-one 
correspondence with the orbits in Y* under the co-adjoint action of G on 
g*. Such a representation is always induced by a character of a subgroup 
of G, and can be calculated explicitly for a given group. 
If f is in S*(G), the space of tempered distributions on G, the symbol 
a(f) offis in S*(B*), so we can look at the behavior of cr(f) with respect 
to the co-adjoint orbits. To ensure boundedness of left convolution by f on 
L’(G), our estimates involve derivatives of a(f) tangential to the co-adjoint 
orbits. 
A familiar example of a 3-step group is here called SH,: Take the sub- 
group S, of the symplectic group Spzn isomorphic to the abelian group of 
n x n symmetric matrices. As outlined in Section 3, there is an action of S, 
on the (2n + 1 )-dimensional Heisenberg group H,. The semidirect product 
SH, of S, and H, is a 3-step nilpotent group with l-dimensional center. 
We show in Section 3 that any 3-step nilpotent Lie algebra Y with one- 
dimensional centre is a subalgebra of Y%,, the Lie algebra of SH, for 
some n, in such a way that the generic co-adjoint orbits of the groups G, 
SH,, and H,, are all of dimension 2n. In effect his means that all represen- 
tations of G are restrictions to G of representations of SH,, which in turn 
are extensions of representations of the Heisenberg group. Our analysis 
takes place primarily on SH,, with results known for H, lifted to SH,, and 
then transferred to an arbitrary group G via these nice properties. 
The paper is arranged in nine sections. In Section 2 we fix the notation 
and give preliminary definitions needed for analysis on finite-dimensional 
vector spaces, plus definitions of various objects associated with nilpotent 
Lie groups. 
Section 3 contains the construction of the inclusion of an arbitrary 3-step 
nilpotent Lie algebra 9 into YXn. Parametrizations for co-adjoint orbits in 
9%“: are derived in Section 4. In Section 5 we show that, given the 
inclusion map J: c!? + YJ$~ constructed in Section 3, the projection 
J*: .YX; -+ F, when restricted to a generic co-adjoint orbit in YX,*, is 
an isomorphism onto a co-adjoint orbit in Y*. 
In Sections 6-9 we produce L2-boundedness conditions. Section 6 
reviews the symbolic calculus on nilpotent groups, and Section 7 some 
known results for L2-boundedness on the Heisenberg group. New boun- 
dedness conditions are found for SH, in Section 8, and these are trans- 
ferred to an arbitrary 3-step group in Section 9. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We will be working on finite-dimensional vector spaces, and will need 
the following standard definitions. For a vector space V with coordinates 
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lx 1 ,-.., x,), we will use multi-indices a = (aI ,..., a,,), cli a nonnegative integer, 
i= 1 ,..., n, with 
-p = q . . . yn 0, lal=a,+ .*. +a,, a a aa’ aan ( > 
=-...- 
aX ax, ax,' 
where x = (x, ,..., x,) E V. 
The Schwartz space S(V) is the space of smooth functions 4 rapidly 
decreasing at infinity, with seminorms 
for each pair of integers k, 12 0, where 1x1’ = xf + x: + . . . + xi. 
The Fourier transform A : S(V) + S( V*), where V* is the dual of V, is 
defined by 
(2.1) 
where 5 E V* and 
e(l) = e” for 1 E R. (2.2) 
We will assume that the Haar measures dx on V and d5 on V* are nor- 
malized so that: 
A extends to a unitary isomorphism from L*(V) to L*( V*). (2.3) 
On S( V*), the inverse map A- ’ is given by 
9Am’(x) = I v* NO 45(x)) 4 (2.4) 
for tj E S( V*). We can imbed S(V) into S*(V) by defining, for qY, q5 E S(V), 
a distribution D,, E S*(V) whose value at 4 is 
This suggest he following notation: For f‘~ S*(V), the expression 
s J-W 4~) dv
will denote the numberf(q4). 
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If FE S( Vx W), + E S(W), then the function g on V defined by 
for u E V is in S(V). For 4 E S(V), we can say 
D,(d) = j j F(u, ~3) @(WI d(u) dw du 
VW 
where 4 @ $(v, w) = 4(u) t,Qw) defines 4 @II/ E S( Vx W), and D, is the dis- 
tribution in S*( Vx W) corresponding to F. Again, we can make use of for- 
mula (2.6) for FE S*( Vx W). The distribution g E S*(V) defined by 
will be indicated by the notation 
g(u)= jwF( u, w) 9(w) dw. 
We can use the imbedding (2.5) of S(V) into S*(V) to extend the 
Fourier transform to S*(V). First, we will identify Y** with V so that, for 
+ E S( V*), 1+0 E S( V** ) will be thought of as an element of S( V). If 4 E S( V), 
we have 
j,.,(4 9(u) du = j,+ 6(E) e(t) dt. (2.73 
Thus for f E S*(V) we can define the Fourier transform ]E S*( V*) by 
fw =f(9)3 (2.8) 
so that 4 E S(V) implies 
(Dm)^ = Do. 
The Fourier transform is an isomorphism from S*(V) to S*(V*) with 
inverse 
8-‘(4) = g(V’) 
for gES*(V*), YES. 
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Nilpotent Lie Groups 
We will be studying connected, simply connected nilpotent Lie groups, 
which will be called “nilpotent groups.” For a nilpotent group N its Lie 
algebra will be denoted M, with Jr* the dual of Jf. N is an m-step 
nilpotent group if ad X, . . . ad X, 5 0 for any X, ,..., X, in M. Here ad X is 
defined by the usual formula ad X(Y) = [X, Y] for X, YE J1/‘. 
IfXEJ1T,thenweusethenotation[X,~]={[X,Y]:YE~}.If~is 
a subalgebra of ,Y, then [A, M] = ([X, Y]: XE~‘, YEM}. The center 
of JV” will be denoted by a(M), and the second center of J’ by T*(M) = 
{XE A’-: [X, A’-] E bp(,V)}. Th e centralizer of J%’ in ,/lr is denoted by 
Qq.4 : Jv) = (2-E A’: [X, A] = 01. 
On nilpotent groups, the exponential map exp: JV” + N is a global dif- 
feomorphism [ 131, with inverse log: N -+ JV. Haar measure on N will be 
normalized to agree with the measure on ,/lr via the exponential map. We 
will assume that measures on JV and A’“* have been normalized with 
respect to the Fourier transform as in (2.3). 
By duality, the adjoint representation Ad of N on 4” gives rise to the co- 
adjoint representation Ad* of N on A’*. By the Kirillov theory [9], the 
irreducible unitary representations of N are in one-to-one correspondence 
with the orbits in JV* under the co-adjoint action of N (“co-adjoint 
orbits”.) These representations can be realized as actions on L*(W) for 
some n. For a given unitary representation p, and a function f~ L’(N), 
define an operator p(f) by the formula 
This operator p(f) has norm bounded by the L’-norm off [9]. 
For f, g E S(N), the convolution f * g is defined by 
(f * 8) (n) = ~N.fW) dn’-‘n) dn, n E N. 
The left regular representation L of N on S(N) (or L*(N)) is given by 
L,(4) (4 = d(n-‘a n, n’ E N, q5 E S(N). 
The extension of this representation to S(N) gives 
Lf(c4 =f* 4; f, 4 E S(N). 
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3. A STRUCTURE THEOREM FOR ~-STEP NILPOTENT LIE GROUPS 
Let H, be the Heisenberg group of dimension 2n + 1 with Lie algebra 
xn, whose coordinates are (x, y, z), where x, y E UP, ZE R, and with 
bracket product 
[(x, y, z), (x’, y’, --‘)I = (O,O, X’ y’-x’. y). 
If the subspace W of x,, is defined by 
w={(x,y,O):x,yER”}, 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
then (3.1) defines a symplectic form on W. The isometry group Sp2,, of this 
form acts on #, by automorphisms. If 
tY = { (0, y, 0): v E R”}, (3.3) 
then the subgroup S, of Spz, which fixes g pointwise is a unipotent sub- 
group of Sp2,,. Concretely, S, is isomorphic to the (abelian) group of n x n 
symmetric matrices, with Lie algebra S,. 
If we form the semidirect product 9’2, of Y, and Z,, we get a 3-step 
nilpotent algebra which has coordinates (S, x, I’, z), where SE Y,,, 
x, y E R”, y E R, and product 
[(S, x, y, z), (S’, x’, y’, z’)] = (0, 0, Sx’ - S’x, x * J” -x’ . y). 
As a vector space, we can decompose Y%‘, into a sum 
YYP,=SnOX@~@O, (3.4) 
where X and 9Y are n-dimensional, 2 is the center, and 2, = X 0 %Y @ 2. 
THEOREM 3.1. Any 3-step nilpotent Lie algebra $9 with I-dimensional 
center is isomorphic to a subalgebra of YY$~ for some n. In particular, there 
is an injection J: $9 + YXT such that 
J(‘9)+Y,=YX,. (3.5) 
Proof: Step 1. Let 9 = X(9), and X2 = d*(Y). Then 
22 = s(a,) + se, 
where 2 is a Heisenberg algebra and 
9322) n Ye = 3. 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
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Proof If X0 is any complement o 9(9,) in %z, then # = z0 @ d is 
a 2-step nilpotent Lie algebra with l-dimensional center 6, hence a Heisen- 
berg algebra. 
Step 2. 
9=#++, (3.8) 
where Q?=Q?(X: 9), .XnV=%“, and 
GF?* = P(%) = a(a,). (3.9) 
Proof: Let XE Y. Then [X, #] c 9, so there is an H’ E % such that 
[X,H]=[H’,H] for all HE%. Thus X-H’E%?, so X=H’+(X--H’) 
exhibits X as an element of &’ + %. 
As [a(%*), X] ~0, we have a(T2)cV. In fact, 9”(zz) c$. Also, 
9’(%) commutes with both w and X, so a(%?) = 1. Also, [‘X2, X] = 0 and 
[w2, %?I c d gives us [%?*, Y] c 9’, and hence Vz c &. Furthermore, 
[G$i, .J$?*] E 0, so ‘is, c 9’(~?&). In particular, this shows that %$ is abelian. 
Step 3. Choose a complement V, to 3 in G$. Let 9J = V(‘%; : %‘). 
Then 99 is 2-step nilpotent, and we have a subspace V such that 
%?==QO- and [V”, “P-1 cq. (3.10) 
Proof. Let V’ be any complement o g in G??. We have [*Y’, V] c ‘%;, 
so if V, V’EV’ then [I’, I”]= Y(V, V’)+Z(V, V’), where Y(V, V’)E%?~ 
and Z( V, V’) E 9’. As ad identifies %?, with Hom(V, 9), there is a 
Y,, E %?, such that [Y,, I”] =Z(V, v’) for all VIE V’. Then 
[I’-- +Y,, v’- fYv] = Y( V, I”). Thus V can be chosen to satisfy (3.10). 
We now need to show that [a, %I] c 2. Suppose B,, B2 E 9 and CE V. 
Then C[B,, B,l, Cl = CCC, B21, B,l+ CCB1, Cl, B21 =O, as CC, B21 and 
[B,, C] are in wz. Thus [B,, B2] is in a(%?)=s. 
Step 4. Let a1 = {BE 9?: [B, V] c VI}. Then 
%?=sr+a, (3.11) 
where 97 is a subalgebra of V with 3’ n 3, = 2 and T(9,) = y. 
Proof [Y, *L’]c%‘i and [V, V2] ~9, so 9’=&@0 is a subalgebra 
of 9. Note that, as B, is a complement to G& in 99, we also have 
V = ‘9” + 99,. Also, as [a($‘), g2] = 0, we have a(%‘) c !B n $9’ = q2, thus 
E%“(V), %?I = 0 and S(S’) c 9’(g) = 2”. 
Step 5. 98 = a(%?) + X’, where X’ is a Heisenberg algebra and 
.2(g) n X’ = 3. (3.12) 
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Proof This follows by the same proof as Step 1, using the fact that 
[.?a’, L?d] CT. 
Step 6. Suppose A? and %’ are Heisenberg algebras of dimension 
2k + 1 and 21+ 1, respectively. Let m + 1 be the dimension of qz. Then 9 is 
a subalgebra of P’Hn, where 12 = k + I+ m. 
Proof: We will define an injection 
J: % --+ YHn 
by defining its restriction to the various summands of 
(3.13) 
Y=.Y?+~‘+~,+%?~++“. (3.14) 
Let YZn be decomposed as in (3.4), and define 
x=x~Qx,Qx,,,, (3.15) 
where X,, X,, Xm are of dimensions k, 1, m, respectively. Correspondingly, 
let 
:Y=YkQY,Q?&, (3.16) 
in such a way that 
.g=xkQYkQo, ~=X,QY,Q~, Xm=XmQYmQ2T (3.17) 
are Heisenberg algebras contained in YxU, and 
[kq,qJ-0 for i#j;i, j=k,I,m. 
On the subalgebra Z of 9, let J be an isomorphism 
J:Z’+;cl”,. (3.18) 
Note that J(9’) = 2. Define J: G?? -+ Ym as an isomorphism of vector spaces. 
Extend this map to a vector space isomorphism 
i: Y’ + Zff (3.19) 
so that i(Y)= Xm, and: 
i respects the products [V, G&k;3 c X. (3.20) 
In yZn, we can identify Sp, with a subspace of Hom(X, Y). Let 
YA= 9” n Hom(X,, Ym). (3.21) 
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Then 9’9; = 9;@ #n is an ideal in 9Zn, and will contain the image of Sf? 
under J. 
Let BE 99,. Then for V, v’ E -Y we have 
CC& u, v’l= CB, CK v’ll+ C[B, v’l, u 
= L-L-B, VI, 0 
Define c$~:X~+Y,,,@Z? by 
#A4Y))= J(C& VI> 
where VE Y and L’( V) E Sm. Then by (3.22), if X, X’ E !& then 
C4BW)> JA = [dB(J-I n 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
so c,bB =ad S(B) for some S(B) E Y; . Let 
4’: X + & (3.25) 
be a Lie algebra isomorphism. Extend this to a map i: .GB -+ yt; so that 
;( a(.%?)) c d. Then for BE W, we define 
J: c@ -+ Yn (3.26) 
by J(B) = i(B) + S(B). 
For V/E V, we have a map c$~: X, + Ym analogous to (3.23). Note that, 
however, 4y does not satisfy (3.24). Define S(V) E Y; by 
CCS(O Xl, m= C4YGo w + C4YWh Xl (3.27) 
for X, X’ E Sm. The required map J: Y + yn @ Xm is now defined, for 
J’EV, by 
J( I’) = $S( I’) + t’( I’). (3.28) 
The fractional coefficient is required so that J satisfies the formula 
CCJ(V, J(V)], Xl = CJ(CK v’l), Xl. (3.29) 
for V, v’ E V and XE %j,,. This is obtained by a straightforward calculation 
which can be found in [ 111. 
Step 7. J(g) is an ideal in YZL, and 
J(B) + 9” = cYHn. (3.30) 
Proof. Observe that [9#;, J(g)] c Y,,, 0 z’??’ = J(%?*). Note also that 
(3.30) follows from the fact that %n c J(g) + Yn. 
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4. CO-ADJOINT ORBITS OF SH,,. 
In this section we show that the generic co-adjoint orbits of SH, are 2n- 
dimensional, and that the projection map from 9’Xz to X,,*, when 
restricted to such an orbit, is an isomorphism onto an orbit in X,*. 
Let i: Xn -+ YXn be the inclusion map, with i*: 9%: +X* its dual. 
YXn has coordinates (S, X, J, z), where SE Yn (the space of n x n sym- 
metric matrices), x, 4’ E R”, 2 E R. Y&Y: has coordinates (E, p, v, n), where 
Z-E Ynpn, p v E KY, i E R. The pairing between YX” and Yz&‘~ is given by 
where 
(Z,,,v,J.) [(S,x, J’,=)]=~.S+cc..u+v.L’+~-‘, 
2. SC 1 E,S,; and Zv, S,; i, j= l,..., n, 
i&j 
(4.1) 
are the matrix entries of E and S in Y?, and p’ x = C;=, pixi, 
vyY=c:=, v,y,, where p = (p, ,..., ,u,), v = (v, ,..., v,), x = (x1 ,..., x,), 
y = (ur ,..., y,,). yi”, has coordinates (x, I: c), where X, y E R”, z E R, and 2,* 
has coordinates @,I’, A), where p. v E R”, i E R. As in (4.1), we have the 
pairing 
(I*,v,~“)[(.~,p:=)]=~..~+v.~,+i,-. 
In terms of these coordinates. 
(4.2) 
i(s, 4: z) = (0, x, y, z) 
and 
i*(E, p, v, A) = (p, v, A). (4.3) 
For 2 # 0, the co-adjoint orbit c?, in X,* containing (p, v, A) is 
(02 = ((p, v, A): p, v E BY}. (4.4) 
Let 4 = (E, p, v, A) E 9X,*, Jti # 0, and CC be the co-adjoint orbit in YX’, 
containing 5. As i(Zn) is a subalgebra of 9’Xn, and ~9~ is Ad*(exp i(Xn))- 
invariant, then for ff E X?, 
i* 0 Ad*(exp i(R)) = Ad*(exp 4) 0 i*; 
i*(t) = (,u, v, 2) E Q, so by (4.4) there is some R E &n such that 
Ad*(exp A) (i*(t)) = (0, 0, A). 
By (4.3), this tells us that 
(4.5) 
(4.6) 
Ad*(ev i(4) (5) = (4 0, O,l) (4.7) 
580/62/l-4 
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for some A E 9’. The point 5, = (A, 0, 0, A) is in fit, which will now be 
known as OA,,.We now claim that for s’ E Ynu?,, 
Ad*(exp S’) (5,) = 5,, (4.8) 
so that 
Ad*(w 9%) ki,) = Ad*(exp 6%)) (5,). . (4.9) 
Let H = (S, x, y, z) E YPY . Then 
Ad*(exp S’) (t,) (n) = 5,(~ - CS’, HI+ &Cs’, CS’, nll) 
= (,(A!$ x, y - s’x, z) 
= L(n). 
0 A,i can now be described by calculating Ad*(exp i(d)) (5,) for an 
arbitrary A = (x’, y’, z’) E X”. 
Ad*(exp $4) (lo) (HI= &,(a - C44 HI+ iCi(4v C44, &II) 
= (A -;xyxy, ly’, --lx’, A) (S, x, y, z), (4.10) 
L 
where x’(x’)~ is the matrix in Sp, with i, jth entry x(x,!; i, j= 1 
Ad*(exp i(A)) (5,) has coordinates 
(E, p, v, 1) = (A -2 XQqT, ly’, -lx!, /I). 
From (4.11), we have x’ = -(l/n) v, so that 
3=A-~vvT. 
n. Thus 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Zf <,=(A,O,0,1) is in 9X,* with I#O, rhen the co- 
adjoint orbit IIO~,~ in 9%: containing (, is described by 
5. CO-ADJOINT ORBITS OF A GENERAL ~-STEP GROUP 
In Section 3 it was shown that any 3-step nilpotent Lie algebra % with l- 
dimensional center can be embedded in Ysn for some n. The simply-con- 
nected Lie group G whose Lie algebra is Y is then expressible as a sub- 
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group of SH,. The co-adjoint orbits of SH, of maximal dimension in 
Y%‘,* were calculated in Section 4, and shown to be a dimension 2n. In 
this section we show that the co-adjoint orbits of G of maximal dimension 
in Y* are also of dimension 2n. Let 
J:% --t 93, (5.1) 
be the injection constructed in Section 3. Let 
m+9zn (5.2) 
be the inclusion on the group level. Note that J(g) is actually an ideal in 
YL @ Xn, which is an ideal in YXn. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. SH, = exp J( 9) exp Yn 
Prooj Given a Lie algebra ,Y with ideal 4, if J1‘ = d + 8, where 9 is 
an abelian subalgebra, then we have Jlr = exp k’ exp 9. In our context, we 
have Y’Zn = Y’Xk + Yn, and YX; = J(g) + Y;, so 
SH, = exp YZi exp s/7, 
= exp J(Y) exp Yn,. 
Recall from (4.13) that a co-adjoint orbit of maximal dimension in YXZ 
contains a point of the form l, = (A, 0, 0, A), whereA E Yn, E-E [w, 1 f-0. If 
Q is the co-adjoint orbit in YXz containing r,,, then from (4.9) we have 
Q, = Ad*(exp Xl t,,. (5.3) 
PROPOSITION 5.2. If OJeg,, is the co-adjoint orbit in 9* containing J*tO, 
then 
0 J*s,, = J*( l$). 
Proof: By (4.8), Proposition 5.1, and the formula 
J*(Ad*(exp J(X)) r,) = Ad*(exp X )J*t, 
for XE 9, we have 
J*(~d = J*(Ad*(exp J(g)) to) 
= Ad*(exp 9) (J*[,) 
= flPC” 
(5.4) 
as required. 
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PROPOSITION 5.3. The map J*, when restricted to Ott,, is an isomorphism 
onto OJ.(, . 
Proof We need to show that 
is injective. Suppose 5 E I!& and J*< = J*<,. That is, < = Ad*(exp J(X)) <, 
for some XE 9, and 
J*<, = J*(Ad*(exp J(X)) 5,) 
= Ad*(exp X) (J*t,). (5.5) 
implies that 
J*<,(r) = J*(Ad*(exp X) 5,) (X) 
t,(JW’)) = Ad*(exp J(X) lo) (J(y)). (5.6) 
We must show that if (5.6) holds for all X’ EY, then 5 = 
Ad*(exp J(X)) 5, = 5,. This result follows from 
LEMMA 5.4. If YXf = 9 + Yn and for some X E 9, 
Ad*(exp X) 5,(J3 = to(~) 
for all x’ E 9, then 
Ad*(exp X) 5, = 5,. 
(5.7) 
ProoJ: Let x’ E F. Then 
t,(JU = Ad*(exp Xl 5,W) 
=5,(Y-[x,r]+f[x, [Xxq]). 
Hence 
5,(C~,~l-tCx lIX~ll)=O. (5.8) 
Suppose YE a’(F) = { YE 9: [Y, F] c s}. Then [X, [X, Y]] = 0, so 
by (5.8) t,([X, Y])=O. Hence 
4,( cx a*(ml) = 0. (5.9) 
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As [9, P] cS”(F), (5.8) becomes 
O=5.(CK~l)-45.(CX II-KX’II) 
= 5,(CX -u). (5.10) 
Thus we have shown 
t,([x W)=O. (5.11) 
We know that [X, 91 c Y@O, and 5, = (A, 0, 0, A) is zero on Y and 
nonzero on b. This implies that [X, 91 c Y, so XE yn4p,o b, and by (4.8), 
Ad*(exp X) <, = 5,. 
6. SYMBOLIC CALCULUS ON NILPOTENT GROUPS 
Let N be a nilpotent group. For a function f~ S(N), we define the 
Kirillov symbol 
a(f) = (fo exp) -E S(.M*). (6.1) 
This is closely connected to the symbol of the Kohn-Nirenberg 
calculus [lo]: If P is an operator on S( R”) of the form 
P(d)(x) = 1 s(P)(x, 5) 44. xl J(t) 4, 68” (6.2) 
where x E R”, q5 E S( Rn), then s(P) E S*(R” x l!?) is called the symbol of P. 
The left convolution operator Lf on S(N) defined by 
L/(g) =f*g for g E S(N) 
can be lifted to an operator J?, on S(M) via the exponential map. That is, 
for 4 E S( JV), 
-&X4) = CL~4~Wloexp. (6.3) 
For PZ E M, 
QW4 =f*(Wog)(exp 4 
= ! .*- f(exp n’) 4 0 log(exp( -B’) exp n) dn’. (6.4) 
Fore, PZ’ EJf, the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff formula [ 131 says that 
exp +Z exp m’ = exp(+z +,+z’ +P(n, M’)), where P is a polynomial in PZ and PZ’ 
such that 
P(riz, 0) = 0 = P(0, fi’). (6.5) 
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Hence (6.4) becomes 
s f(exp N’) 4( - ++z’  92 + P( - PZ’, ~2)) & .A’ 
= 
IS ,,p n* flexp 4 45(-d + n + J’( -H’, HZ))) &f(4) 4 h’. 
Thus, treating Jf as a real vector space, we have an operator &on 
S(M) with symbol 
s(&)(T 0 = [t~f(exp B’) 48-n + PC-m’, ~1)) dm’. (6.6) 
In particular, when KS = 0, (6.6) becomes 
~@f)(O~ 5) = a-)(5): (6.7) 
s(&) is in fact completely determined by a(f). As Fr commutes with right 
translation, 
I 4&k 5) &3 dt = @W4 .Y’ 
= &pm JqW) 
= QRxp n(4)(o) 
This symbolic calculus is used in [6] to produce estimates on the 
Heisenberg group, and is more explicitly defined in [7]. These estimates 
give sufficient conditions for the following problem: We would like to find 
classes of functions or distributions f for which Lf can be extended to a 
bounded operator on L2(N). For a nilpotent (and hence amenable) 
group N, this is equivalent to the property that, for every irreducible 
representation p, p(f) extends to a bounded operator, with norm bound 
independent of p [Z]. 
7. L'-ESTIMATIB FOR THE HEISENBERG GROUP 
Let H be the Heisenberg group of dimension 2n + 1 with Lie algebra 2. 
Let c = (p, v, n) be an element of S *. For ;1 #O, the co-adjoint orbit 19’ 
containing < is of the form 
o~=((p,v,;1):p,VER”}. (7.1) 
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The representation pA of H corresponding to CIA can be realized in the 
space L*( R”). For q5 E L*( R”) and A = (x, y, z) E 2, we have 
kdexp ~M)W = e +-;x. y-lz t E R”. (7.2) 
Given a fixed 1 E R, ;i # 0, and corresponding orbit c?, and representation 
pn, we have a central character xA on 2 defined by 
XQexp z) = e( - 1%). 
(By abuse of notation, we are using x to denote the element (0, 0, z) of 9). 
The space of functions transforming by xi, denoted S(H, A) is the space of 
functions f on H such that 
Lf = XJZ)f forzEZ, 
andfoexp restricted to YN is in S(w). More explicity, 
S(exp (f4 x)1 = e(nx) f(expt+ 0)). (7.3) 
for UJ E YV and x E 9%“. We can define a projection 
.fnV) = j xAz)f(hz) dz. (7.4) z 
This is really a partial Fourier transform in the central variable z, which 
can be inverted to give 
where .L? is the set of characters of Z. 
By (7.4) and (7.5), S(H) is a direct integral of the spaces S(H, A). The 
representation pA factors through qn, is faithful on S(H, A), and we have, 
for fE S(H, A), 
~kf) = I. f(ev W) dexp W) du. (7.6) 
The following theorem is proved in [6]: 
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THEOREM 7.1. pA extends to an isomorphism 
pA: S*(H, ,I) -+ Hom(S(R”), S*(lP)), 
where the right-hand side is the space of all homomorphisms from S(W) to 
S*(W). By the Schwartz Kernel Theorem [ 121, this is the same as the space 
of all kernel operators on S( R”) with kernel in S*( R” x R”). 
L2-Boundedness 
Let f E S(H), fi E S(H, A). Then the Kirillov symbol a(fi) is a dis- 
tribution, supported on 13~ = {(p, v, 1): ,u, VE Rfl}, and here equal to the 
function 
4fJ(p,v51)=[ j f,(exp(x, y,O))e(-p.x---.y)dxdv b-8" R" 
=df)(p, v, 1). (7.7) 
For u E w, Ad*(u) is a vector field on X* defined by 
Ad*(u)d=-$ [doAd*(exp tu)ltzO, (7.8) 
where 4 is a smooth function on X*. If {X, ,..., X,, Y, ,..., Y,} is a basis for 
W, we have 
Ad*(Xj) = -3. ;, 
I 
Ad*(Y,)=I$,i=l,..., n. 
I 
The following theorem can be found in [5 and 63. An alternative proof, 
using the Caldren-Vaillancount estimates [ 11, can be found in [ 111. 
THEOREM 7.2. Suppose f E S*(H), and its symbol o(f) is a smooth 
function. Then L,. is bounded if (~P”2Ad*(~))a o(f) is bounded for any 
integer c( 3 0, and pi E W. 
Note. It is only necessary that these derivatives be bounded for c( < 6n. 
8. ~~~~~~~~~~~~ FOR SH, 
Suppose f is a distribution on SH, whose Kirillov symbol (r(f) on YXj: 
is a smooth function. We would like to have estimates on a(f) to ensure 
that L, is a bounded operator on SH,, as we have done for the Heisenberg 
group in Section 7. In fact, we can lift the estimates for the Heisenberg 
group to SH, in the following way. For brevity, we will let N = SH, and 
N=Y&n. 
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A given irreducible unitary representation p1 on H, corresponding to the 
co-adjoint orbit 
~~={(pL,V,4:pL,vE~“}, 
where A# 0, can be extended to SH, by choosing A E S,, and taking the 
representation pA, 1 corresponding to the orbit 
as in Proposition 4.1. As pi and pa, 1 both act on S( IV), using Theorem 7.1 
we will show that for each f~ S(N) there is a g$“E S*(H, 2) such that 
p,(gf, i) = pA, I(f). We then derive a formula relating the symbols a(g$“) 
on Q and o(f) on @A. 1. The estimates in Theorem 7.2 tell us when Pn( g;, l) 
is a bounded operator, and we can translate these into estimates on o(f) 
making pA, n(f) a bounded operator. These estimates give a norm bound 
for pa, Jf) independent of A and A. As described in Section 6, this is suf- 
ficient to ensure that L, is a bounded operator on L’(N). 
The representation P,~, 1 of N can be realized on S(&Y), and we have, by 
[ 111, for 1~ = (S, x, y, Z) E &‘, C$ E S(V), and G E R, 
where 
P.~. Aexp 4(dW) = ~(4 9W + 4, (8.1) 
rAk)=e -A.S+~I-SC+(~sx-~y).L+%X.sX-~X.y-ir). (8.2) 
By Theorem 7.1, pi extends to an isomorphism from S*(H, 1) to 
Hom(S(R”), S*(tLY)). As pa. n(exp n) is an operator on S(R”), there is a 
gf” i E S*( H, 2) such that 
pAg,“*“) = pA. ,dexp ~1. (8.3) 
Using the particular form (8.1) of pa, i(exp M), we can calculate an explicit 
formula for gn A, 1. A straightforward computation yields 
PROPOSITION 8.1. Given n = (S, x, y, z) in Jf, there is a g,“, 1 in S*(H, A) 
such that 
given by 
g$ ‘(exp(x’, y’, 2’)) = e(lz’) 6,(x’) Ae (8.4) 
where (x’, y’, z’) E %n and 6, is the Dirac delta at x in OX”. 
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Symbols 
In order to relate the symbols of +Z and gt’*, recall from (7.7) that 
g( g,“+ “) is supported on the orbit c?, c X,*. We have the inclusion 
with dual 
i: 2” + N (8.5) 
i*: Jlr* +X* ll’ (8.6) 
Restricting i* to &AT A, we get an isomorphism 
iA*. A: @A., + 02, (8.7) 
We would like to relate the symbol of H restricted to Co,, 1 to the symbol 
of g$ a (which is supported on oA) via the map i:, 1. For (p, v, A) E O,, 
o( gt’ “) is defined by 
o(g;;‘*L)(p,v,l)=e(-p.x)r, 
where +Z = (S, x, y, z). 
From (8.2), we have 
(8.8) 
rx(iv-ix)=e(i( ) A.S-&.sv -v.y-Az+;x.sx (8.9) 
Thus (8.8) becomes 
a(g$A)(p, v, 1) = e 
u 
- A.S-&Sv 
) 
-p.x-tJ. y-lz+$x.sx 
1 
. 
(8.10) 
For l E JV*, O(H)(~) = -<(Pz), and hence for [ = (A - &vvT, p, v, A) in 
Co,, A and IZ = (S, x, y, z) in N, 
=e(-(A-S-&v.Sv 
> 
-p.x-v.y---lz . 
> 
(8.11) 
Formulas (8.10) and (8.11) exhibit the very close connection between 
o(g$ “) and g(m). These results are summarized in 
THEOREM 8.2. Suppose pa, 1 is the irreducible unitary representation of 
SH, corresponding to the co-adjoint orbit 
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with I # 0. The restriction pA of PA, A to H,, is an irreducible unitary represen- 
tation of H,, corresponding to the co-adjoint orbit 
co,= {(p, v, 1): P, VER”} 
Then for each ~EEX~ there is a gt,“E S*(X”, I) such that 
PA, dexp d = Phi’ “)- 
Define i;, 1: 0,. 1 + CCL by 
( 
A - & vv=, p, v, A 
1 
H (p, v, A). 
Then $~EO~,~ anda=(S,x, y,z)EM, 
o(~)(i) = 4g$“)(i~, I) e( - Ax.Sx). 
For a given representation pA, 1 of N = SH,, we would like to extend 
Theorem 8.2 to distributions on A? If f E S(N), then 
PA. I(f) = hk,“‘“), (8.12) 
where gt*” in S*(H, A) is defined by 
g = 
I 
,~ f (exp +z) gt* L de. (8.13) 
Formulas (8.12) and (8.13) can be extended to f in S*(N), where the 
integrals are interpreted as discussed in Section 2. 
We can now use (8.13) to relate the symbols off and gt, L. For c E UA, 1, 
= II w ~ f (ev NJ gA’ ‘(ew W) 4 - iA*, lll~)) d*t du 
= s .y f@xp 4 h?Wf, d) dn 
= .y f(expH)e(-[(H))e s (8.14) 
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where PZ = (S, x, y, z). Note the close connection between (8.14) and 
4fM = $, f@xp 4 4 - 64) dffl. (8.15) 
If 5 = (A - (l/21) vvT, p, v, A), then (8.14) can be written as 
L”s,J-RnJ-R f(exp(S,x, y,z))e - ( ( 1 A.S--v.Sv 23, ) 
+x-v. y--i(z-&x+Sx))dSdxdydz 
-p*x-v. y-AZ dsdxdydz 
) 
= I ~ f(ev 44 4 44) da 
= I ‘d*(f)(exp ~14 -5(B)) dm, (8.16) “Y 
where 
and 
d(S,x, y,z)= s,x, y,z+&x*Sx 
( 
d*(f)(exp 4 =f(ex~M4)). 
(8.17) 
That is, by composing f with the map exp nwexp d(a) of N and then 
looking at the symbol of d*(f) on cJJ~,~, we obtain the symbol of g/“*” 
(which is supported on OJ via the isomorphism if,n between OA,, and &. 
This suggests that a slightly modified symbol may be more useful on SH,,. 
DEFINITION 8.3. If fE S(N), define the deformed symbol ad(f) by 
~d(f)=4d*f)T (8.18) 
where (d*f)(exp(S, x, y, z)) =f(exp(S, x, y, z + $x. Sx)). 
Note. (1) This definition of o&(f) can be extended to f in S*(N). 
(2) od does not depend on the representation pA.*. 
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PROPOSITION 8.4. Given f in S(N) and a representation pA,I of N, there is 
a gf*” in S*(H, A) such that 
P/t,n(f)=P&% 
4sf,")(%. i)=aAf)(i)- (8.19) 
COROLLARY 8.5. Zf a,,(f )([) = 0 for all 5 E CA,, then pA,Jf) = 0. 
Corollary 8.5 illustrates a useful feature of the deformed symbol that is 
not present in the original symbol. It suggests the symbol one uses should 
be tailored for the group (or class of groups) being studied. 
EXAMPLE. Consider the smallest 3-step group N = SH,. For 
n = exp(s, x, y, :) in N, the Kirillov symbol of n is 
o(n)(r, p, v, 2.) = e( - 7s - px - vy - k) (8.20) 
for (r, p, v, E,) E J+~*. The deformed symbol of an element of N is supported 
on the region r/3. > 0, and is given by 
a,(n)(z, p, v, A) = (24/1~)“~ cos(,u(24r/A)“‘) e( -vy - AZ). (8.21) 
The deformed symbol of a function f on the group is then given by con- 
volution of the Kirillov symbol off with the function (8.21). 
L2-Estimates 
The estimates in Theorem 7.2 for distributions on H give the following 
conditions for L2-boundedness of the operator PA(g) for g in S*(H) : o(g) 
is a smooth function, and 
(1, ~ “‘Ad*(tc,))* a(g) (8.22) 
is bounded for any a E R, 0 da < 2n, and WE W. By [S], the operator 
norm of PA(g) is then estimable in terms of the bounds on the functions in 
(8.22) and is independent of ;L. 
The connection between f and g,A*A and their symbols described above 
gives us the following estimates on o,,( f ). 
THEOREM 8.6. Suppose f E S*(N), and an(f) is a smooth function on 
JV* such that 
(nP”2Ad*(i(w)))” oJf) is bounded for any aa0, WOE W. (8.23) 
Then L, is a bounded operator on L2(N). 
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Proof It is suficient to show that ~~,~(f) is bounded for any A E Ynpn, 
A# 0, with norm bound independent of A and 1 [2]. As ~~,~(f) = pl(gf”y”), 
we need to show that 0(&y”) satisfies (8.22), with bounds independent of A 
and A. 
We have a( gt,“) supported on cJ$, and for [ E OA,l, if,l[ E 0*, w E W, 
E B 0, 
I(A-“*Ad*tu)” a(g/“*A)(i5,n[)l 
= I(1-“*Ad*i(w))’ cr(f)(c)l 
da,(w), 
where a,(~) is the constant guaranteed by (8.23), depending on c1 and UJ’, 
but not on A and 1. 
We now derive estimates for L*-boundedness in terms of the original 
symbol. 
THEOREM 8.7. Suppose f E S*(N) has compact support, and a(f) is a 
smooth function on N* such that for each w E W, u 2 0, 
I(nP1’2Ad*i(w))” o(f)(<)1 <b,(w)(l + IAl)-“, (8.24) 
where b,(w) is a constant, 5 = (E, p, v, A) E JV*, and K= N + 2, where N = 
n(n + 3)/2 is the dimension of Yn x R”. Then L, is a bounded operator on 
L*(N). 
Proof By Theorem 8.6, we need to show that crA( f) satisfies (8.23). By 
(8.14) and (8.19), 
~i(f)(i)=~Nf(ew4e(-Io)r(&x-~x)dn, (8.25) 
where i = (A - (l/21) vvT, p, v, A) E ca,,, and n = (S, X, y, z) E .M. 
Let q5 be a smooth function of compact support on 9, x R” such that 
f(exp(S, x, y, z)) = qS(S, x) f(exp(S, x, y, z)). Then (8.25) becomes 
, (8.26) 
where 
x,y,z))e(-v.y-lz)dydz, (8.27) 
E,(S,x)=qS(S,x)e (8.28) 
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and-is the Fourier transform 
N :s*(Yf x W) + s*(Yn x W). 
(Note that we have identified (Yn x KY)* with 9, x R” by the pairing 
(E,p).(S,x)=E.S+p.x for E, SE x and ,n, x E IV.) That is, on OA,l, 
aA(f) is o(f) convolved with an Ad*-invariant measure. We have 
R’,,,E CL) = fJ(f)(G I4 VT A), so that ~“‘y.j. satisfies the estimates of (8.24). For 
EEY”, jlEW, 
E,(Zp)= j j Ei(S,x)e(-E.S-p.x)dSdx 
.‘Y, W” 
= ss e(-&.S-p.x)dSdx (8.29) .‘Y” R” 
s i 
e( -E. = s-P.X) dsdx 
9” W” (1 + lE12+ Ip12y ’ 
where A is the Laplacian on Yn x R”, and k is the smallest integer greater 
than N/2. As 4 has compact support, we can integrate by parts to obtain 
IE,(Z, p)I ,<ck(l+ 1E12+ J&-k (1+ IAJ2)k, (8.30) 
where Ck is a constant depending only on 4. 
We can now estimate (8.25). If UJ E w and c( 2 0, 
I(nP”*Ad*(w))” o,/(f)([)1 = ((~-“‘Ad*(~)‘~“,~.)*~, A -A vvT, p 
)I 
d s s f!J,(tu)(l+ Inl)-k c/J1 + [El*+ IP12)-k (l+ ln12)%E& 9” R” 
6 b,(w) CL (8.31) 
where CL is a constant, (recall that N < 2k < N + 2 = K). Hence (8.31) is a 
constant which does not depend on A and 1, as required. 
Note. It is clear from the proof of Theorem 8.7 that f need only have 
compact support in the variables S and x. 
9. L*-ESTIMATES FOR A GENERAL ~-STEP GROUP 
Let G be a 3-step nilpotent group with l-dimensional center. We have 
shown in Section 3 that G is isomorphic to a subgroup of N = SH, for 
some n, and in Section 5 that generic co-adjoint orbits in %* are of dimen- 
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sion 2n. In this section we use these results and Theorems 8.6 and 8.7 to 
derive estimates for symbols on 9*. 
Let J be the injection J: 9 + X = YXn constructed in Section 3, and 
f: G + N the injection on the group level, with g= J(B) c Jlr and 
G = J(G) c N. We also have the projection J*: N* -+ %*. Let V = X Q 5Y 
be the subspace of ./lr defined in Section 7, with IV=exp g the 
corresponding subgroup of N. 
As %? is an ideal in Y’ZL, we can define, for u E @, Ad*w as in (7.8). 
Recall from (8.17) the deformation d: N + N. By restricting d to G, and 
then transferring to G via the map 1, we get a deformation 
d,,: G + G. (9.1) 
For a function f on G, we can now define the deformed symbol a,“(f) by 
Tf”(f I= dd,*(f )I, (9.2) 
where d,+(f)= f 0 d,. Theorems 8.6 and 8.7 translate into the following 
theorems on G. 
THEOREM 9.1. Suppose f is in S*(G) and its symbol a(f) is a smooth 
function on Y* such that for each UL-’ E #“, a 2 0, q E Y*, 
I(Jp”2Ad*u)a a,Jf Nv)I Q a&(u), (9.3) 
where a;(u) is a constant depending only on c1 and U. Then Lr is a bounded 
operator on L’(G). 
THEOREM 9.2. Suppose f E S*(G) has compact support, and a(f) is a 
smooth function on C!Y’* such that for each w E @“, a > 0, q E 9*, 
((~~“*Ad*~)” a(f)(q)/ <b&(~)(l + IAl)-“, ((9.4) 
where K is as in Theorem 8.7, and I&’ is a constant depending only on a 
and W. Then L, is a bounded operator on L*(G). 
Note. Although Ad*ti is not necessarily a co-adjoint vector field on 
g*, it is tangential to the co-adjoint orbits: If 5 = (E, p, v, A) EM*, I # 0, 
then by Proposition 5.2, J*OC = OJee, and if ~~,~“llr, Ad*(expm)(J*t)= 
J*(Ad*(exp w) 0, which is in oJeC. 
Proof of Theorems 9.3 and 9.4. Let < = (E, p, v, A) E M*, A # 0, and let 
pc be the representation of N corresponding to Co,. Then J*OC = aJ.<, and 
PJy=PyJ 
is the representation of G corresponding to oJ.; [9]. 
(9.5) 
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Iffis in S*(G), then define D,in S*(N) by 
(9.6) 
for 4 E S(N). Then D, is supported on G, 
P.&I = me> and cr(DJ= a(f)oJ*. 
For D E S*(N) and 4 E S(N), define 
(d*(D))(4) = D(W’)* 4). 
Then we have 
(9.7) 
(9.8) 
d*(D,) = D,;, and dD.A = ho .I*. (9.9) 
Supposef, and f2 satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 9.1 and 9.2, respec- 
tively. If LO E g and 5 E A’“*, then by (9.7) and (9.9), 
and 
Ad*4dDf,)NS) = Ad*4~c/,(fi))(J*5) (9.10) 
Ad*44Df,))(S) = Ad*ddfJNJ*t). (9.11) 
Thus the estimates (9.3) and (9.4) ensure that a,(Df,) satisfies the 
hypotheses of Theorem 8.6, and o(D/,) satisfies the hypotheses of 
Theorem 8.7. Hence the operators ps(DJ) = ~~.((A.fi),  = 1,2 are bounded 
on L’(R”), with norm bounds independent of r, as required. 
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